0. It's the time of year for movie awards.

1. The Oscars are celebrated on _________________.

2. This is the ________________ edition of the Oscars.

3. On Oscar night the ________________ are revealed.

4. The nomination event takes place at ________________ in the morning.

5. British films have been nominated for the categories of Best Film, Best ________________ and Best Actress among others.

6. David Willis thinks that it's fantastic to have ________________ nominations in the Best Actress category.
TASK 3 (8 x 1 = 8 marks)
You will hear an extract of a radio programme about people who have
gone to live in Australia. For questions 1 – 8 choose the answer
A, B or C which fits best according to what you hear. Indicate your
answer in the box provided. The first one has been done as an example
for you. You now have some time to read the questions.

0. Kate’s husband is from
A. Australia
B. Britain
C. London

1. Kate left Britain
A. eight years ago.
B. fifteen years ago.
C. at twenty-four

2. When Kate first went to live in Adelaide, she found the place
A. impressive.
B. entertaining.
C. empty

3. The commentator tells us that she moved to Australia with
A. her husband and son.
B. her husband and daughter.
C. her husband and two children.

4. Paul
A. is only happy drinking beer.
B. doesn’t like watching Australian football.
C. feels nostalgic about some English things.

5. Paul explains that
A. he sometimes misses the lifestyle in England.
B. he doesn’t like the English weather.
C. his image of England is idealised.

6. One thing Paul likes about Adelaide is
A. there are no traffic jams.
B. the politeness of certain people.
C. there is a good bus service.

7. The commentator explains that
A. she and her husband are not good at surfing.
B. they get bored at the weekend.
C. they have a house by the sea.

8. The commentator feels
A. confused about who she is.
B. a little disappointed with Australia.
C. very nostalgic for England